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Goals

We introduce BLiMP, or       , as a tool that provides a 
holistic overview of statistical language models’ 
linguistic knowledge.

Allow for domain general yet fine-grained 
investigations of language models’ phenomenon specific 
knowledge.
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Motivation: Why evaluate language models?

Language models (LMs) assign a probability to all the strings that can be built from a 
vocabulary.

Language modeling has recently been widely adopted as an effective pretraining task 
for general purpose NLP applications.

What kinds of linguistic knowledge drive these advances?

What kinds of linguistic knowledge can in principle be acquired from raw data?
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Background & Related Work
There is growing interest in using acceptability judgments to evaluate what 
language models and neural networks know about grammar.

We identify two main approaches:

1. Domain-general single-sentence acceptability judgment tasks

2. Targeted minimal pairs for language model evaluation
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Single-sentence acceptability judgment
CoLA: The Corpus of Linguistic Acceptability (Warstadt et al., 2019)

✘ >10k sentences labeled with acceptability judgments from linguistics publications.
✓ Pro: Has broad coverage of linguistically significant phenomena.
✘ Con: Generally requires supervised training.

Lau, Clark, & Lappin (2017) use round-trip machine translation to automatically 
generate degraded sentences.

✓ Pro: Contains a wide variety of styles and sentence types.
✘ Con: Generally fails to isolate specific phenomena.
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Targeted Minimal Pairs
Approach: Compare LM probabilities on minimal pairs of sentences to evaluate 
of whether LMs prefer the grammatical sentence.

✓ Pro: In humans, relative acceptability judgments for sentence pairs is an easier 
and likely more reliable task than binary judgments for isolated sentences.

✓ Pro: Allows for totally unsupervised evaluation.
✘ Con: Prior work has focused on narrow domains, likely due to the high 

cost/effort required to produce targeted minimal pairs.
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Summary of related work

Phenomenon Relevant work

Anaphor/binding Marvin & Linzen (2018); Futrell et al. (2018); Warstadt et al. (2019b)

Subject-verb agreement Linzen et al. (2016); Futrell et al. (2018); Gulordava et al. (2019); Marvin & 
Linzen (2018); An et al. (2019); Warstadt et al. (2019b)

Negative polarity items Marvin & Linzen (2018); Futrell et al. (2018); Jumelet & Hupkes (2018); 
Wilcox et al. (2019); Warstadt et al. (2019a)

Filler-gap dependencies & 
islands

Wilcox et al. (2018); Warstadt et al. (2019b); Chowdhury & Zamparelli 
(2018, 2019); Chaves (to appear); Da Costa & Chaves (to appear)

Argument structure Kann et al. (2019); Warstadt et al. (2019b); Chowdhury & Zamparelli (2019)
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Our Approach: BLiMP
The most domain general dataset of targeted minimal pairs.

67 unique paradigms with 1000 minimal pairs each, organized into 12 categories.

Evaluation is simple: just compare LM probabilities on the good and bad 
sentences.

All minimal pairs in   :

(a) Are equal in length.
(b) Differ in at most 1 vocabulary item.
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Data -- Coverage

Phenomenon N Acceptable example Unacceptable example

Anaphor agreement 2 Many girls insulted themselves. Many girls insulted herself.
Argument structure 9 Rose wasn’t disturbing Mark. Rose wasn’t boasting Mark.
Binding 7 It’s himself who Robert attacked. It’s himself who attacked Robert.
Control/Raising 5 Kevin isn’t irritating to work with. Kevin isn’t bound to work with.
Determiner-N agr. 8 Rachelle had bought that chair. Rachelle had bought that chairs.
Ellipsis 2 Anne’s doctor cleans one important 

book and Stacey cleans a few. 
Anne’s doctor cleans one book and 
Stacey cleans a few important.

Filler-gap 7 Brett knew what many waiters find. Brett knew that many waiters find.
Irregular forms 2 Aaron broke the unicycle. Aaron broken the unicycle.
Island effects 8 Which bikes is John fixing? Which is John fixing bikes?
NPI licensing 7 The truck has clearly tipped over. The truck has ever tipped over.
Quantifiers 4 There was a cat annoying Alice. There was each cat annoying Alice.
Subject-Verb agr. 6 These casseroles disgust Kayla. These casseroles disgusts Kayla.
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Data -- Generation procedure
Data generation allows for large, 
syntactically controlled datasets.

We use a hand-crafted vocabulary 
of >3K items.

○ More comprehensive than similar 
resources.

○ >70 morphological, syntactic, and 
semantic features.

○ Developed in part by Warstadt et al. 
(2019a)
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Data -- Generation procedure
Sentences are generated according to simple template “grammars”

○ Lexical items with matching selectional features are randomly sampled
○ Some simple phrase structure rules are built in.
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Via Amazon Mechanical Turk, 20 English speaking annotators evaluate 5 pairs 
from each paradigm (6700 total judgments).

Forced choice task: annotators select the more acceptable sentence from a pair.

Inclusion criteria: Majority vote agreement with 4/5 pairs in the paradigm.

Majority vote human agreement with our annotations is 96.4% overall; 
individual human agreement is 88.6%.

Data -- Human validation
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Models
We evaluate three (mostly pretrained) LM types.

We choose models that represent the current and past SOTA:

1. N-gram (5-gram)
○ Feature window limited to four tokens of prior context.
○ Built on English Gigaword (3.07B tokens) using Ken-LM (Heafield et al., 2013)

2. LSTM
○ Unbounded feature window, but reads sentence sequentially.
○ Trained on English Wikipedia (83M tokens) by Gulordava et al. (2018) 

3. Transformer
○ Unbounded feature window, uses self-attention to read sequence simultaneously.
○ Transformer-XL: Trained on WikiText-103 (103M tokens) by Dai et al. (2019)
○ GPT-2: Trained on WebText (~8B tokens) by Radford et al. (2019) 13



Overall Results
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Overall Results
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Overall Results

Agreement phenomena tend to show the highest performance across models.
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Overall Results

All models perform well below humans on argument structure.
Neural models are not much better than the n-gram LM. 17



Overall Results

Island effects are the hardest for all neural models.
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Overall Results

Island effects are the hardest for all neural models.
But wh-phenomena are not hard in general (see filler-gap dependency). 19



Overall Results

Semantic restrictions on quantifiers and NPIs are challenging for most models.
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Follow-up 1: Prefix Methods
 is compatible with three evaluation methods: 

● Full sentence: compare LM probabilities of full sentences
○ Compatible with all BLiMP paradigms, by design.

● 1-Prefix method: compare probabilities of two critical words given shared prefix.
○ E.g.: This red blanket/blankets crumpled.
○ Check that P(blanket | this red) > P(blankets | this red)

● 2-Prefix method: compare probability of critical word given two prefixes.
○ E.g.: Betsy hasn’t/has ever been to France.
○ Check that P(ever | Betsy hasn’t) > P(ever | Betsy has)

● Prefix methods don’t consider content following the critical word. 
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Follow-up 1: Prefix 
Methods
Overall, fairly similar results between 
simple LM and prefix metrics.
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For individual paradigms, there some 
differences between simple LM and 
the prefix metrics, especially for 
Transformer XL and GPT-2.



Follow-up 2: Intervening material
 How does intervening material affect LMs’ ability to detect agreement errors?

1. Determiner-noun agreement
○ Local: This blanket/*blankets crumpled.
○ Non-local: This red blanket/*blankets crumpled.

2. Subject-verb agreement
○ No attractor: The pictures are/*is large.
○ Relational noun attractor: The pictures of Betty are/*is large.
○ Relative clause attractor: The pictures that impressed Betty are/*is large.
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Follow-up 2: Intervening material
All models consistently perform worse 
with long-distance dependencies.

N-gram models most affected.
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Attractors inside a relative clause are 
stronger than attractors inside a 
prepositional phrase. 



Follow-up 3: Training size
The models that we compare are trained on vastly different amounts of data.

If more training data is the only reason GPT-2 outperforms Transformer-XL, despite 
their similar architectures, then we expect accuracy across all phenomena to 
continually improve or plateau early as training size increases.

Which phenomena are learnable from less input?

We test this with varying training sizes for the LSTM LM and Transformer-XL using 
Gulordava et al.’s (2019) training data.
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Follow-up 3: 
Training size
Overall, increases to training size 
improves performance.

Steep, delayed learning curves for many 
agreement phenomena.

NPI licensing and islands do not improve 
with more training.
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Follow-up 4: Model correlations
Do the models’ response patterns mirror those seen in humans?

Do models and humans reliably detect strong/weak contrasts within the same 
domains?

We measure the Pearson correlation of the accuracies for the 67 paradigms between 
humans and the four models.
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Follow-up 4: Model correlations
GPT-2 has the most human-like 
pattern in its performance.

All neural models are more correlated 
with each other than with humans.

High correlation between 
Transformer-XL and LSTM may reflect 
similar training data.
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Future work
Evaluation of supervised models’ ability to generalize to unseen phenomena by 
holding out some paradigms in the dataset.

Argument structure contrasts are less well-studied, but our results suggest that LMs 
show poor performance here -- there is still much to understand about LMs’ 
grammatical knowledge in this domain.
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Future work: The learnability of grammar
Our results suggest that current LMs need much more data than humans to 
approach human-like grammatical knowledge, and furthermore Transformers are not 
a major improvement over LSTMs at human-like scales.

Unsupervised LMs can serve as a model for human learners to inform important 
debates in linguistics and cognitive science about the what is learnable from the 
data alone. 

Future work can address these questions by seeking to improve unsupervised 
models with datasets <100M tokens and with child-directed speech.
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Conclusion
BLiMP allows for both high-level and fine-grained analysis of LM performance.

Each minimal pair is linguistically motivated and isolates a single phenomenon.

Language modelling is increasingly central to NLP, and          provides a more 
nuanced evaluation of what these models learn than common metrics like perplexity.

Despite acquiring impressive structural knowledge, LMs have not “solved” syntax.
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Resources
●       repository: https://github.com/alexwarstadt/blimp

○ Full dataset
○ Human validation judgments
○ Summary of fine-grained results
○ Data description

● Check out our paper on arXiv: https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.00582
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Appendix A: Human performance 
breakdown
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Appendix B:
Additional findings
GPT-2 & Transformer-XL access 
sub-word-level representations, but they 
don’t perform any worse on agreement 
with irregular forms

Suggests they robustly encode number 
features without relying on segmental 
cues
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Appendix C.1: Fine-grained results on 
anaphor agreement
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Appendix C.2: Fine-grained results on 
argument structure
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Appendix C.3: Fine-grained results on 
binding
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Appendix C.4: Fine-grained results on 
control/raising
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Appendix C.5: Fine-grained results on 
determiner noun agreement
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Appendix C.6: Fine-grained results on 
ellipsis
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Appendix C.7: Fine-grained results on 
filler-gap dependency
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Appendix C.8: Fine-grained results on 
irregular forms
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Appendix C.9: Fine-grained results on 
island effects
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Appendix C.10: Fine-grained results on 
NPI licensing
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Appendix C.11: Fine-grained results on 
quantifiers
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Appendix C.12: Fine-grained results on 
subject verb agreement
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Appendix D: Shallow predictors
Sentence length, perplexity 
and probability of the good 
sentence all weakly predict 
model performance

GPT-2 is less influenced by 
greater perplexity than other 
models. 

Strong relationship between 
model confidence and 
accuracy for GPT-2.
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